The lower-order cr-invariant variational problem for Legendrian curves in the 3-sphere is studied and its Euler-Lagrange equations are deduced. Closed critical curves are investigated. Closed critical curves with non-constant cr-curvature are characterized. We prove that their cr-equivalence classes are in one-to-one correspondence with the rational points of a connected planar domain. A procedure to explicitly build all such curves is described. In addition, a geometrical interpretation of the rational parameters in terms of three phenomenological invariants is given. (4.2) 4.2. The strain functional and its critical curves. Let J ⊂ I be a closed interval. The integral S J (γ) = J sdt,
Introduction
The present paper is a first step toward a more ambitious research plan, aimed at linking the topology of Legendrian knots in a contact 3-manifold to their differential invariants with respect to a compatible Cauchy-Riemann structure [11] . The invariants can be build from the Chern's structure bundle and its Cartan connection [5, 12] via the moving frames method [10, 23, 30] . Equivalently, one can resort to the Fefferman conformal structure [2, 18, 35] and to its normal conformal connection [7, 15, 32] . In cr-geometry, most of the attention has been focused on a family of curves transversal to the contact distribution, know as chains [2, 5, 12, 18, 33] . Chains arise as projections of null geodesics of the Fefferman conformal structure. Inspired by the strong interrelationships between cr and Lorentzian conformal geometry and by some earlier works on conformal geometry of curves [13, 36, 38, 43] , we analyze global properties of Legendrian curves in the 3-sphere equipped with its standard cr-structure. In addition to the aforementioned interrelationships with Lorentzian conformal geometry, the fact that the cr-transformation group of S 3 is a real form of PSL(3, C), explains the many formal similarities with classical projective differential geometry of plane curves [6, 26, 42, 40, 46] . For instance, one can associate to a Legendrian curve γ of S 3 a cubic form a = adt 3 and a projective structure on the curve. They originate a higher-order differential invariant, the crstress tensor. If γ is generic, i.e. if its cubic form is everywhere different from zero, then one can find parameterizations such that a = 1. Hence, a generic Legendrian curve comes equipped with an intrinsic orientation and its shape is detected by a single differential invariant, the cr-curvature κ. Integrating the linear differential form s = 3 |a|dt one gets an analogue of the projective length of a plane curve. Since s is dimensionless, it is called the infinitesimal strain and the integral S γ is said the total strain of γ. The Arnold-Liouville and the collective complete 1 integrability [20, 25, 31] of the Hamiltonian contact system governing the geometry of generic critical curves was studied in [39] . Accordingly, generic critical curves can be found by quadratures and explicit parametrizations can be given in terms of elliptic functions and integrals. In this paper we address the question of existence and global properties of closed critical curves.
If The symmetry group of a generic closed curve with non-constant cr-curvature is finite and its cardinality is called the wave number. From the viewpoint of the cr-geometry, the most elementary Legendrian knots are the cycles, characterized by having null cubic form and generic Legendrian knots with constant cr-curvature. A cycle is equivalent to the trivial Legendrian knot t ∈ R → (cos(t), −i sin(t)) ∈ S 3 ⊂ C 2 . The symmetry group of a cycle is isomorphic to SL(2, R), its Maslov index 2 [21] is zero and its Thurston-Bennequin invariant [21] is −1. Closed generic Legendrian curves with constant cr-curvature are orbits of one-parameter subgroups and their symmetry groups are isomorphic to S 1 . The equivalence classes of closed generic Legendrian curves with constant curvature are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs (m, n) of relatively prime postive integers such that m > n (see Theorem 5.1). A generic Legendrian curve with constant cr-curvature and characteristic numbers m, n is a torus knot of type (−m, n) with Maslov index equal to m − n and Bennequin-Thurston invariant equal to −mn . Then, in view of the classification [17] of Legendrian torus knots, each isotopy class of a negative Legendrian torus knot with maximal Maslov index and maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant is represented by a Legendrian curve with constant cr-curvture. The maximal tori of G (ie, maximal compact abelian subgroups) are 2-dimensional and conjugates each other. The action of a maximal torus T 2 ⊂ G on S 3 has two special orbits, the axes of symmetry. These orbits are chains and have a natural positive orientation. Now we state the three main results.
Theorem A. A Legendrian curve γ is critical for the total strain functional if and only if its stress tensor vanishes. A critical curves is either a cycle or else is generic.
Generic Legendrian curves with constant curvature are critical points of the strain functional. For brevity, generic critical curves with non-constant periodic curvature are called strings.
Theorem B. The equivalence classes of closed strings are in one to one correspondence with the rational points of the domain M = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : x 2 + xy + y 2 < 1/4, x − y > 0, x + y > 1/2}. 1 non-commutative integrability, in the terminology of [20, 31] 2 or turning number
The rational points of M are called the moduli of closed strings. If γ is a cr-string with modulus (q 2 , q 3 ), the positive integers h 1 , k 1 , h 2 and k 2 such that gcd(h 1 , k 1 ) = gcd(h 2 , k 2 ) = 1 and that h 1 /k 1 = 2q 2 + q 3 , h 2 /k 2 = q 3 − q 2 are called the characteristic numbers of γ. The third main result is the following.
Theorem C. Let γ be a closed string with characteristic numbers (h 1 , k 1 , h 2 , k 2 ) and wave number n, then • G γ is a non-trivial subgroup of a unique maximal torus T 2 γ ; • |[γ]| doesn't intersect the axes of symmetry;
• n = lcm(k 1 , k 2 ) and the integers l 1 = nh 2 /k 2 , l 2 = −nh 1 /k 1 are the linking numbers of γ with the symmetry axes.
A consequence of Theorem C is that the shape of a closed string is detected by three phenomenological invariants: the wave number and the linking numbers with the two axes of symmetry. It also provides a sort of quantization for closed critical curves of the total strain functional. The reconstruction of a string from the phenomenological invariants requires the inversion of the period map (see Definition 6.1). This can be achieved by numerical methods. All other steps involve explicit formulas containing elliptic functions and elliptic integrals. Thus, the procedure can be made operational with the help of a software supporting numerical routines and elliptic functions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 collects some basic facts about the standard cr-structure of the 3-sphere. Section 2 is devoted to a preliminary analysis of the main cr-differential invariant of a Legendrian curve. In Section 3 we prove Theorem A. In Section 4 we investigate closed Legendrian curves with constant curvature and we characterize closed strings (Theorem 5.3). In Section 5 we prove Theorem B. In the last section we find explicit parameterizations of closed strings and we prove Theorem C. At the end of the section we discuss some explicit examples.
Numerical and symbolic computations, as well as graphics, are made with the software Mathematica. In the fourth, fifth and sixth sections, properties of the elliptic functions and integrals are used in a substantial way. In this regard, we follow the standard notation however, we advise the reader that the square of the modulus is used as the fundamental parameter for the Jacobian functions and their integrals. As basic references for the theory of elliptic functions and integrals we use the monographs [3, 34] . For the few basic notions about Legendrian knots used in the paper we refer to [20, 21] .
Preliminaries
2.1. The Cauchy-Riemann structure of the 3-sphere. Let C (2,1) denote C 3 with the pseudo-Hermitian inner product
and with the complex volume form Ω = dz 1 ∧ dz 2 ∧ dz 3 . The map
is an embedding of the 3-dimensional sphere into the complex projective plane, whose image is the strongly pseudo-convex real hyperquadric S ⊂ CP 2 defined by the equation z, z = 0. The differential 1-form
gives on S an oriented contact structure. The annihilator of ζ is a complex subbundle of T(CP 2 )| T(S) and defines a Cauchy-Riemann (cr) structure on S. Let P ∞ ∈ S be the pont with homogeneous coordinates (0, 0, 1). The Heisenberg projection
is a contact diffeomorphism between S \ {P ∞ } and R 3 equipped with the contact form ζ = dz − ydx + xdy. The special unitary group G ∼ = SU(2, 1) of (2.1) acts transitively and almost effectively on S in the usual way: given a point [z] ∈ S represented by the isotropic non-zero vector z ∈ C 2,1 , and given A ∈ G, then
. This action gives all the cr-transformations of S [5, 12] . Actually, the cr-transformation group of S is the quotient Lie group G = G/Z G of G by its center Z G ∼ = Z 3 . For each A ∈ G, we denote by [A] its equivalence class in G and by A 1 , A 2 , A 3 its column vectors. Then, (
is a light-cone basis of C 2,1 , then the matrix A with column vectors A 1 , A 2 , A 3 is an element of G. Choose the point P 0 with homogeneous coordinates (1, 0, 0) as the origin of S. The isotropy subgroup at P 0 is the closed subgroup
where z ∈ C, φ, r, ρ ∈ R and ρ > 0. The map π 0 : A ∈ G → A·P 0 = [A 1 ] ∈ S is then a principal G 0 -bundle. The Lie algebra of G consists of all traceless, skew-adjoint matrices of (2.1), that is
We denote by h the vector space of the traceless self-adjoint matrices of the pseudo-Hermitian inner product (2.1).
2.2.
Maximal compact Abelian subgroups. The maximal compact Abelian subgroups of G are conjugate to the two-dimensional torus 3 (2.4)
The arc Σ = {[ t (1, r, ir 2 /2)] : r ∈ [0, √ 2]} ⊂ S is a slice for the action of T 2 on S. The orbits T r ⊂ S, r ∈ (0, √ 2) are regular. They can be regarded as the Cauchy-Riemann analogues of the Cyclides of Dupin in Möbius geometry [9, 37, 30] . By
identifying T r with its image in R 3 by means of the Heisenberg projection, T r is the torus (see Figure 1 ) generated by the rotation around the Oz-axis of the ellipse parameterized by η r :
4+r 4 +(4−r 4 ) cos(θ) . Definition 2.1. We call T r the standard Heisenberg Cyclide with parameter r. The singular orbits of the action of
Hence, O 1 and O 2 are two chains of S [5, 12, 33] . Since they are transversal to the contact distribution we choose the positive orientation with respect to the oriented contact structure of S.
In the Heisenberg picture, O 1 is the Oz-axis with the orientation that goes from the bottom to the top and O 2 is the Clifford circle x 2 + y 2 = 2, z = 0, with the counterclockwise orientation with respect to the Oz-axis oriented as above (see Figure 1 ). Let L ∈ G be the cr-automorphism of order four defined by
is as in (2.4) . This implies that [L] stabilizes T 2 and exchanges the two symmetry axes O 1 and O 2 . 
Legendrian curves
It is an easy matter to prove the following Lemma:
Any Legendrian curve admits a normalized lift. In addition, normalized lifts are uniquely determined up to multiplication by a cubic root of the unity.
Let Γ be a normalized lift, the functions
and the differential forms
do not depend on the choice of Γ.
Definition 3.3. In analogy with the terminology used in projective differential geometry [29] , the smooth differential forms b, a are called the quadratic and the cubic Fubini's forms. The functions b and a are the corresponding tensor densities. The linear differential form s and the function s = 3 |a| are said the infinitesimal strain and the strain density respectively.
Remark 3.4. The Fubini's differential forms are the lower order [44] cr-differential invariants of a parameterized Legendrian curve. The infinitesimal strain and the strain density are continuous but not necessarily smooth. From the definition it follows that congruent Legendrian curves have the same Fubini's forms and the same infinitesimal strain. where
Proof. First we prove that a normalized lift satisfies the following identities: Taking the derivative of (3.6) we obtain Γ, Γ + 2 Γ , Γ + Γ , Γ = 0. Then, using (3.5), we deduce that
This implies
where v is a positive constant. We put (3.9) 
Therefore, v = 1.
Putting v = 1 in (3.8), we infer that Γ , Γ = − Γ, Γ = 1. So, (3.4) is proved. Now we are in a position to deduce the transformation laws (3.3). If Γ is a normalized lift of γ, then Γ = h −1 Γ • h is a normalized lift of γ. From this we get
Using (3.10) and (3.4), we have
Then, b = h * (b) + S(h). Differentiating (3.10) we obtain
Combining this identity with (3.4) we get
Then, a = h * (a). Obviously, this implies s = sign(h )h * (s).
Definition 3.5. Borrowing the terminology of classical projective differential geometry [8, 6, 26, 46, 49] , we say that γ(t * ) is a sextactic point if a| t * = 0. A Legendrian curve with no sextactic points is said generic. If a = 0, then γ is said a Legendrian cycle.
Its Maslov index is zero and its Bennequin-Thurston invariant is −1. Thus, according to the Eliashberg's classification of Legendrian unknots [14, 16] , the cycles are representatives of the unique Legendrian isotopy class of Legendrian unknots with Bennequin-Thurston invariant −1. The Legendrian isotopy class of any other Legendrian unknot can be represented by a stabilization [16] of a cycle. Let γ be a Legendrian curve. Then, for every t * ∈ I, there exist a unique cycle passing through γ(t * ) with analytic contact of order ≥ 3 with γ at γ(t * ) (see Figure 2 ). The order of contact is exactly 3 if γ(t * ) is not a sextactic point. Otherwise, the order of contact is > 3. The value s(t * ) of the strain density at t = t * is a measure of how much the fourth-order jet of γ at γ(t * ) differs from that of its osculating cycle at the contact point. We refer to [7, 23, 28, 29, 40] for the notion of analytic contact and the related concept of deformation. Definition 3.7. A generic Legendrian curve whose strain density is identically equal to 1 is said parametererized by its natural parameter. The quadratic Fubini's density of a natural parameterization γ is called the cr-curvature of γ. We adopt the notation κ to denote the cr-curvature. 
(3.12) and the differential form t = tdt 20 are called the stress density and the stress tensor of γ respectively.
Using Proposition 1 and with elementary but tedious computations, one can easily prove that, if γ = γ • h is a reparameterization of γ, then t = h * (t). 
• if s τ is the strain density of g τ and K g is the support of v g , then
If g is an admissible variation, then there exist a smooth map B g :
We call B g a Wilczynski frame along g. We denote by a τ and b τ the Fubini's densities of g τ and we put a
is the total strain of the Legendrian arc γ(J). It measures of how much a Lagrangian arc is far from being a cycle. By construction, is invariant by cr-transformations and reparameterizations.
Definition 4.1. A Legendrian curve γ is critical for the total strain functional if S g | 0 = 0, for every admissible variation.
Theorem A. A Legendrian curve is critical for the total strain functional if and only if its stress tensor is zero. Furthermore, a critical curve is either a cycle or else is generic.
Proof. The proof consists of three steps.
Step I. We show that if γ is critical, then its stress tensor vanishes. We begin by proving a preliminary result: suppose that γ : I → S is not a cycle. Put I * = {t ∈ I : a(t) = 0} and let K = [t 0 , t 1 ] ⊂ I * be a closed interval. If w : I → R is a smooth function such that supp(w) ⊂ (t 0 , t 1 ), then there exist an admissible variation g such that
Firstly, we construct the variation. Without loss of generality, we assume P ∞ / ∈ |[γ]|. With a possible change of parameter, we can suppose that a| K > 0. Then, there is a regular plane curve α :
The constant c can be put equal to 0. Consider the moving frame H γ :
By construction, supp(η) ⊆ supp(w). Then we define
is an admissible variation of γ. Without loss of generality we may suppose that a g is strictly positive on J × (− , ), where J is an open interval such that supp(w) ⊂ J ⊂ K. We show that g satisfies (4.3). Let H g : I × (− , ) → G be the moving frame along g defined by
Then, there exist smooth functions ρ, φ, r : R → R, ρ > 0 and p : R → C such that
It is now a computational matter to check that
Using (4.2) and proceeding with elementary but rather tedious calculations, we get
for some smooth function r such that supp(r) ⊂ K. Then,
We are now in a position to conclude the proof of the first step. Suppose that γ is a critical curve. If γ is a cycle there is nothing to prove. If γ is not a cycle we denote by I a be the zero set of a and we put I * = I \ I a . Then, our preliminary discussion implies that t is zero on I * . Obviously, t is zero on the interior of I a . Hence, t is everywhere zero.
Step II. We prove that if t = 0, then γ is either a cycle or is generic. Preliminarily we show that for every t * ∈ I there exist an open interval J ⊂ I containing t * and a smooth, strictly increasing function h : J → R such that the quadratic Fubini's form of γ • h −1 : h(J) → S is zero. The collection of all such functions defines a projective structure on I, ie an atlas P γ = {(J α , h α )} α∈A whose transition functions are orientation-preserving linear fractional transformations. This assertion can be justified as follows: let b be the quadratic Fubini's density of γ. For every t * ∈ I and every h 0 , h 1 , h 2 ∈ R, h 1 > 0, we consider the solution of the Cauchy problem
Shrinking the interval of definition we assume that h is strictly increasing. Proposition 1 implies that the Fubini's quadratic form of γ • h −1 is identically zero. We call h a projective chart. We prove that the family P γ = {(I α , h α )} α∈A of all projective charts is a projective structure on I. Let h α : I α → R and h β : I β → R be two projective charts such that I α ∩ I β = ∅ and f β α = h α • h −1 β be the corresponding transition function. Since the Fubini's quadratic forms of γ • h −1 β and γ • h −1 α are both identically zero, (3.3) implies that S(f β α ) = 0. Then, f β α is a strictly increasing, linear fractional function. Using this projective structure we show that if the stress tensor is zero and if γ(t * ) is a sextactic point, then a and all its derivatives vanish at t * . From Proposition 1 and making use of the projective structure, we may assume b = 0. For every n ∈ N we put
where, in this context, Γ is the Euler gamma function. Note that c n = 6160c 1,n − 13200c 2,n + 5400c 3,n + 3600c 4,n − 1350c 5,n − 675c 6,n + 81c 7,n
Let f be a smooth function and denote by ≡ n the equality of functions modulo the ideal generated by f, f , ..., f (n) . Then, proceeding by induction, we see that
Putting b = 0 in (3.12), the stress density takes the form (5) .
(4.7)
If t = 0 and a| t * = 0, then (4.7) implies a | t * = 0. By induction, suppose that a (k) | t * = 0, for every k = 0, ..., n. From (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain
where r belongs to the ideal spanned by a, a , ..., a (n) . By the inductive hypothesis, r| t * = 0. Since c n = 0, we have a (n+1) | t * = 0. Thus, a and all its derivatives vanish at t * . We conclude the proof of the second step. By contradiction, suppose that t = 0 and that I r = {t ∈ I : a(t) = 0} is a non-empty proper subset of I. Let I * r be a connected component of I r . There are two possibilities: either sup(I * r ) < sup(I) or inf(I * r ) > inf(I). Consider the first case, ie t * = sup(I * r ) < sup(I). Take > 0 such that J = (− + t * , + t * ) ⊂ I and that a(t) = 0, for every t ∈ (− + t * , t * ). We may assume that J is the domain of definition of a chart φ : J → R of the projective atlas P γ such that φ(t * ) = 0. We put J = (− , ) := φ(J). Then, γ = γ • φ −1 : J → S is a Legendrian curve with zero quadratic differential and zero stress tensor. In addition, the cubic density a of γ vanishes at t = 0 and a| t = 0, for every t ∈ (− , 0). By our previous discussion, we know that a (n) | t=0 = 0, for every n ∈ N. Denote by B : J → G a Wilczynski frame along γ. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B| 0 = Id 3×3 . Let a : J → R be the smooth function defined by
Retaining the notation (3.11), we put B = B a,0 . Denote by B : J → G the solution of the linear system 
Note that a is the cubic density of γ and that b = 0 and t = 0. We put
and by
A direct computation shows that Λ 3 1 = 2i a −2/3 . Then, Λ can't be extend smoothly on the whole interval J . On the other hand,
where m is a fixed element of h. Then, B −1 · m · B is a smooth extension of Λ on J . We have thus come to a contradiction. If inf(I * r > inf(I) we can use similar arguments, coming to the same conclusion.
Step III. We prove that if t = 0, then γ is critical. By the second step, if t = 0, then either γ is a cycle or else is generic. In the first case γ is obviously critical. Assume that γ is a natural parameterization of a generic Legendrian curve with t = 0. Let g be an admissible variation defined on the open rectangle R . Since a g (t, 0) = 1, for every t, then a g is strictly positive on an open neighborhood of I × {0}. From (3.12) and (4.2) we have
Then, S g | 0 = 0. Consequently, a generic Legendrian curve with zero stress tensor is critical. This concludes the proof of the Theorem. Therefore, either κ is constant or else −2κ/3 is a real form of a Weierstrass ℘function. In the first case γ is an orbit of a 1-parameter group of cr-transformations. If κ is non-constant, the natural parameterization of the curve can be found by solving a system of linear ode whose coefficients are real forms of elliptic functions. This is a classical problem already studied by Picard [47] at the turn of the nineteen century. It is known that the solutions can be written in terms of elliptic functions and incomplete elliptic integrals. In the last section we will explicitly address this problem when κ is a periodic solution of (4.9). 
If t = 0, then (4.9) implies
where m is a fixed element of h, the momentum of γ. 
The action of G on the left of Z is Hamiltonian and co-isotropic [22] . Using the pairing induced by the Killing form, the contact momentum map [1, 45] of the action is given by ( 
Hence, (4.11) is a consequence of the Nöther conservation theorem, i.e. that the momentum map is constant along the integral curves of X. The manifold Z and the contact form χ are build via the Griffith's approach to the calculus of variations [24, 22] . Since the action is co-isotropic, then X is collective completely integrable and, a fortiori, Liouvilleintegrable [39] . Hence, in principle, its integral curves can be found by quadratures linearizing the restriction of X on the fibers of the momentum map.
5.
Closed critical curves 5.1. Closed critical curves with constant curvature. For every q > 1 we put , where q = m/n > 1 is rational number. Using the Heisenberg picture, such a curve is cr-equivalent to the solenoidal torus knot (see Figure 3 ) of type (−m, n) parameterized by
where R Oz (θ) is the rotation of an angle θ around the Oz-axis and η r(q) is the parameterization of the elliptical profile of the standard Heisenberg Cyclide with parameter r(q), defined as in (2.6). where r = r(q). Hence in view of (5.1), 0 < r < 2 − √ 2. This implies κ = b/ 3 √ a 2 = c(q). To conclude the proof it suffices to note that two generic Legendrian curves with the same cr-curvature are equivalent each other.
Proof. A Legendrian curve with constant pseudo
Remark 5.2. We briefly comment on the topological structure of the torus knots constructed in the Theorem above. It is known that the contact isotopy class of a Legendrian torus knot is uniquely determined by the tours knot type, by the Maslov index and the Bennequin-Thurston invariant [21] . In addition, if the torus knot is negative, of type (m, −n), with m > n, then its Bennequin-Thurston invariant tb is less or equal than −mn. If tb = −mn then its Maslov index is in the range 
Modulo a possible translation of the independent variable, the periodic solutions of (5.2) can be written as
where sn(−, m) is the Jacobi's elliptic sine with parameter 4 m ∈ (0, 1). Note that κ m, is an even periodic function with least period 5 ω m, = 2K(m)/ . If γ is a string whit cr-curvature κ m, , then (m, ) are said the characters of γ. Let m be the momentum of a string with characters (m, ). The discriminant p(m, ) and the spectrum {λ j } j=1,2,3 of m are given by The eigenvalues are sorted as follows:
For every (m, ) ∈ (0, 1) × R + we put
where Π(n, m) is the complete integral of the third kind. Proof. First we analyze eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of the momentum m of a string with characters (m, ). Denote by Λ the map defined as in (4.10),
with κ = κ m, . Let λ be an eigenvalue of m. Then, λ is an eigenvalue of Λ| s , for every s ∈ R. From (4.10) it follows that
Wilczynski frame and if we put
where is a complex-valued function. From this we deduce that
where B is as in (3.11), with a = 1 and b = κ. The third component of the left hand side of (5.9) is equal to 1 3 (2κ − (4κ + 3λ) + 6i). Since κ is real-valued, the equation 2κ − (4κ + 3λ) + 6i = 0 implies (5.10) 4κ(s) + 3λ = 0, ∀s ∈ R, and = 2κ + 6i 4κ + 3λ .
Let √ 4κ + 3λ be a continuous determination of the square root of 4κ + 3λ and V λ , W λ : R → C 2,1 be defined by
is a constant eigenvector of m. If p(m, ) = 0, the characteristic polynomial of m has a double positive real root λ. We put
where V λ is as in (5.11) . Then, W λ (s) is a rank two generalized eigenvector 6 of Λ(s), for each s ∈ R. Since W λ satisfies W λ + B · W λ = 0, we infer that Since det(P) is a periodic function with period ω m, , then (5.18) implies that Θ 1 (m, ) + Θ 2 (m, ) + Θ 3 (m, ) ∼ =Z 0. Therefore, if Θ 2 (m, ), Θ 3 (m, ) ∈ Q, then Θ 1 (m, ) ∈ Q. This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
The period map
Denote by D (see Figure 4 ) the planar domain {(m, ) ∈ (0, 1) × R + / > l(m)}, where Figure 5 ) consists of three vertices P 1 (1/4, 1/4), P 2 (1/2 √ 3, 1/2 √ 3) and P 3 (1/2, 0), the segments σ 1,2 = [P 1 , P 2 ] and σ 1,3 = [P 1 , P 3 ] and the arc σ 2,3 of the ellipse x 2 + xy + y 2 = 1/4 connecting P 2 and P 3 parameterized by t ∈ [0, 1] → (x(t), y(t)), where
) .
The content of Theorem 5.3 can be rephrased as follows:
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence classes of closed strings and the set D * of all (m, ) ∈ D such that Θ(m, ) ∈ Q × Q.
Thus, Theorem B can be reformulated as follows.
Theorem 6.5. The period map is a diffeomorphism of D onto M.
Since the proof is rather technical, we split the discussion into three parts (Propositions 2, 3 and 4). In the first one we prove that Θ is a local diffeomorphism. In the second part we prove the injectivity of Θ and in the third part we show that Θ(D) = M.
Proposition 2. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix J(Θ) of the period map is strictly positive.
Proof. Let Φ a j,b : D → R, j = 2, 3, a, b = 1, 2 be the real-analytic functions
, where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respectively. In fact, λ 2 and λ 3 are solutions of the overdetermined system of PDE
. and the partial derivatives of the complete integral of the third kind are given by Proof. The proof is organized in six steps, a comment and a conclusion.
Step I. In the first step we prove that (6.6) ∂ m Θ 2 < 0, ∂ Θ 2 > 0. We prove (6.7): let g(m, ) be the the left hand side of (6.7). We claim that, for every m ∈ (0, 1), the function f m : ∈ (l(m), +∞) → g(m, )/6 2 is strictly decreasing. From (6.4) and keeping in mind that
we obtain
where p and p are as in (5.5) . Since (6.10) E(m) + (m − 1)K(m) > 0, ∀m ∈ (0, 1) and (6.11)
we infer that f m | < 0, for every ∈ (l(m), +∞), as claimed. Then,
Now we prove (6.8). The reasoning is similar to the previous one. Let g(m, ) be the left hand side of (6. Step II. We prove that We prove (6.13): denote by g(m, ) the left hand side of (6.13). Given m ∈ (0, 1), we put f m : ∈ (l(m), +∞) → g(m, )/6 2 . From (6.4) and (6.9) we obtain Then, (6.10) and (6.11 ) imply that f m > 0. Hence, g(m, )
Now we prove (6.14) . Let g(m, ) be the left hand side of (6.14). Given m ∈ (0, 1), we consider the function f m : ∈ (l(m), +∞) → g(m, )/6 2 . Proceeding as above, we get
where h m ( ) is defined as in (6.15). Then,
Step III. We show that Θ 2 (D) = (1/4, 1/2). Since Θ 2 is strictly increasing with respect to the second variable, to verify that sup(Θ 2 (D)) = 1/2 it suffices to show that, for each m ∈ (0, 1), the limit of Θ 2 (m, ) as → +∞ is equal to 1/2. To this end we observe that Then, sup(Θ 3 (D)) = 1/2 √ 3. Comment. For every x 2 ∈ (1/4, 1/2) and every x 3 ∈ (0, 1/2 √ 3), we denote by C 2 (x 2 ) and C 3 (x 3 ) the level curves
Since the partial derivatives of Θ 2 and Θ 3 are non-zero at each point (m, ) ∈ D, then C 2 (x 2 ) and C 3 (x 3 ) are smooth embedded curves, for every x 2 and x 3 . To prove the injectivity of Θ we show that C 2 (x 2 ) and C 3 (x 3 ) are either disjoint or have only one point of intersection. This follows from the next two steps.
Step V. We claim that there exist a function m 2 : (1/4, 1/2) → (0, 1) such that, for every x 2 ∈ (1/4, 1/2), the curve C 2 (x 2 ) is the graph of a strictly increasing differentiable function ϕ x2 : (m 2 (x 2 ), 1) → R satisfying
The function ϑ is continuous and strictly decreasing on , +∞) such that Θ 2 (m, ϕ x2 (m)) = x 2 . Then, C 2 (x 2 ) is the graph of the function ϕ x2 : m → ϕ x2 (m). We prove that ϕ x2 is differentiable and that its derivative is as in (6.19 ). Since C 2 (x 2 ) is smooth, for every m * ∈ (0, 1) there exist a smooth embedding β = (β 2 , β 3 ) : (− , ) → D such that β(0) = (m * , ϕ x2 (m * )) and that β((− , )) ⊂ C 2 (x 2 ). Since the partial derivatives of Θ 2 are never zero, the derivatives of β 2 and β 3 are non-zero, for each t ∈ (− , ). Hence, β 2 and β 3 are invertible and, by construction, φ x2 = β 3 • β −1 2 . This implies the differentiability of φ x2 . Differentiation of Θ 2 (m, φ x2 (m)) = x 2 with respect to m implies that the derivative of φ x2 is as in (6.19) . If 1/4 < x 2 < 1/2 √ 3, we put m 2 (x 2 ) = ϑ −1 (x 2 ). Let (m * , * ) be a point of C 2 (x 2 ). We prove that m * > m 2 (x 2 ). By contradiction, suppose that m * ≤ m 2 (x 2 ) and Θ 2 (m * , * ) = x 2 . Since Θ 2 (m, ) is strictly increasing with respect to the variable and ϑ is strictly decreasing, then Then, there is a unique ϕ x2 (m) ∈ (l(m), +∞) such that Θ 2 (m, f x2 (m)) = x 2 , as claimed. Hence, C 2 (x 2 ) is the graph of the function ϕ x2 : m ∈ (m 2 (m), 1) → ϕ x2 (m) ∈ (l(m), +∞). Using the same arguments as above it is shown that ϕ x2 is differentiable and that its derivative is as in (6.19) .
Step VI. We prove the existence of a function m 3 : (0, 1/2 √ 3) → (0, 1) such that, for every x 3 ∈ (0, 1/2 √ 3), the curve C 3 (x 3 ) is the graph of a stricly increasing differentiable function ψ x3 : (0, m 3 ) → R such that
If x 3 ∈ (0, 1/4], we put m 3 (x 3 ) = 0. We show that for every m ∈ (0, 1) the equation Θ 3 (m, ) = x 3 has a unique solution ψ x3 (m) ∈ (l(m), +∞). Indeed, it suffices to note that for every m ∈ (0, 1), the function f m : → Θ 3 (m, ) is strictly decreasing and satisfies lim
is the graph of the function ψ x3 : m ∈ (0, 1) → ψ x3 (m). Reasoning as in the previous step, one sees that ψ x3 is differentiable and that its derivative is as in (6.20) . If
. We prove that, if (m * , * ) ∈ C 3 (x 3 ), then m * < m 3 (x 3 ). By contradiction: suppose m * ≥ m 3 (x 3 ). Since Θ 3 is strictly decreasing with respect to the variable and ϑ is strictly decreasing, then
Finally, we prove that, for every m ∈ (0, m 3 (x 3 )), the equation Θ 3 (m, ) = x 3 has a unique solution ψ x3 (m) ∈ (l(m), +∞). In fact, Θ 3 is strictly decreasing in the second variable, ϑ is strictly decreasing and Then, C 3 (x 3 ) is the graph of the function ψ x3 : m ∈ (0, m 3 (x 3 )) → ψ x3 (m). Reasoning as in the previous cases one proves that ψ x3 is differentiable and that its derivative is as in (6.20) . Conclusion. We conclude the proof showing that C 2 (x 2 ) and C 3 (x 3 ) are either disjoint or else have a single point of intersection. If C 2 (x 2 ) ∩ C 3 (x 3 ) = ∅, then (m 2 (x 2 ), 1) ∩ (0, m 3 (x 3 )) is a non empty open interval I x2,x3 ⊂ (0, 1) and (m * , * ) ∈ C 2 (x 2 )∩C 3 (x 3 ) if and only if m * ∈ I x2,x3 and (m * , * ) = (m * , ϕ x2 (m * )) = (m * , ψ x3 (m * )). From (6.19) and (6.20) and keeping in mind that ∂ Θ 2 > 0, ∂ Θ 3 < 0 and that
Then, ϕ x2 − ψ x3 vanishes at m * and its derivative is strictly positive at its zeroes. So, m * is its only zero. Step I. The image of the period map is contained in the polygonal region (see Figure 5 )
The inequalities 1/4 < Θ 2 < 1/2 and 0 < Θ 3 < 1/2 √ 3 have been verified in the proof of the previous proposition. For every m ∈ (0, 1), the function → Θ 3 (m, ) is strictly decreasing and → Θ 2 (m, ) is strictly increasing. Thus
is strictly increasing, for every m ∈ (0, 1). Since lim →l(m) + Θ 2 (m, ) = lim →l(m) + Θ 3 (m, ) = ϑ(m), ∀m ∈ (0, 1) then, Θ 2 − Θ 3 is strictly positive on D. From (6.3) it follows that ∂ (Θ 2 + Θ 3 ) is strictly negative on D. Then, ∈ (l(m), +∞) → Θ 2 (m, ) + Θ 3 (m, ) ∈ R is strictly decreasing, for every m ∈ (0, 1). In the proof of Proposition 3 we showed that lim →+∞ Θ 2 (m, ) = 1/2 and that lim →+∞ Θ 3 (m, ) = 0, for every m ∈ (0, 1). Hence
Step II. We prove that Θ(D) ⊆ M. The arc σ 2,3 (see Remark 6.3 and Figure  5 ) divides the interior of R into two disjoint connected sub-domains: M and the region above σ 2,3 . Since Θ(D) ∩ M = ∅, it suffices to check that Θ(D) ∩ σ 2,3 = ∅.
To this end, we consider the reparametrization of D defined by
Let Θ be the modified period map, defined by Θ = Θ • F (see Figure 5 ). From (6.3) and (6.21) we obtain and
Observing that a and r 2 are strictly positive and b and r 3 are strictly negative, one sees ∂ m Θ 2 and ∂ m Θ 3 are strictly negative on Q. Thus, Θ 2 and Θ 3 are strictly decreasing functions with respect to the variable m. On the other hand, the arc σ 2,3 is parameterized by β : h ∈ (0, 1) → lim m→0 Θ(m, h), whose components (β 2 , β 3 ) are respectively given by x(h) and y(h) as defined in (6.2) . Note that β 2 is stricly increasing and that β 3 is strictly decreasing. By contradiction, suppose that Im(Θ) ∩ σ 2,3 = ∅. Then, there exist (m * , h * ) ∈ Q and k * ∈ (0, 1) such that Θ(m * , h * ) = β(k * ). Consequently, we have
Since β 2 is strictly increasing and β 3 is strictly decreasing, we get h * > k * and k * < h * . We have thus found a contradiction.
Step III. Note that
where C 1 is a positive constant and (m, h) ∈ [0, 1) × [0, 1]. From these bounds and using (6.22) we obtain
for every (m, h) ∈ [0, 1) × [0, 1] and some positive constant C 1 .
Step IV. Now prove that
for some positive constant C 2 . From (6.3) and (6.21) we obtain 
for every (m, h) ∈ [0, 1) × (0, 1/2). Since s 2 is non-negative and bounded above, the bounds in the first line of (6.24) follow from (6.26)-(6.28). The functions t 2 and t 3 satify 0 ≤ 3
, for every (m, h) ∈ (0, 1) × (1/2, 1). Then, using (6.27) and recalling that g and s 2 are non-negative and bounded above, we see that ∂ h Θ j , j = 2, 3, fulfill the bounds in the second line of (6.24). Conclusion. We are now in a position to prove that Θ(D) = M. Preliminarily, we observe that • τ 0 : h ∈ [0, 1] → ( τ 0,2 (h), τ 0,3 (h)) is a parametrization of the segment σ 1,2 , where σ 2,3 , σ 1,3 and σ 1,2 are defined as in Remark 6.3 (see also Figure 5 ). By contradiction, suppose that Im( Θ) is properly contained in M. Then, there exist q ∈ M such that q ∈ ∂ Im( Θ) . Let {q n } n∈N ⊂ Im( Θ) be a sequence converging to q. For each n ∈ N, we choose d n = (m n , h n ) ∈ Q such that Θ(d n ) = q n . Without loss of generality, {d n } n∈N converges to d * = (m * , h * ) ∈ Q. Since q / ∈ Im(Θ), the point d * belongs to ∂Q. There are four possible cases: m * = 1 and h ∈ [0, 1], or m * = 0 and h ∈ [0, 1], or h * = 0 and m * = 0, 1 or else h * = 1 and m * = 0, 1. Case 1: m * = 1 and h ∈ [0, 1]. From (6.23) we have
for some positive constant C. This implies
Thus, q = τ 1 (h * ) ∈ ∂M, contradicting the hypothesis that q ∈ M. Case 2: m * = 0 and h ∈ [0, 1]. We assume m n < 1/2, for every n. From (6.23) we infer that ∂ m Θ 2 | (m,h) 2 + ∂ m Θ 3 | (m,h) 2 is bounded on (0, 1/2) × (0, 1). Reasoning as above, we obtain lim n→∞ d Θ(d n ), τ 1 (h * ) = 0. Hence, q = τ 1 (h * ) ∈ ∂M. So, even in this case, we have come to a contradiction. Case 3: m * = 0, 1 h * = 0. We assume h n < 1/2 and m n < m * * < 1, for every n. Then, (6.24) implies that ∂ h Θ 2 | (m,h) 2 + ∂ h Θ 3 | (m,h) 2 is bounded from above by C 2 /h on (0, m * * ) × (0, 1/2), for some positive constant C. Hence,
Reasoning as above, we deduce that q = τ 0 (m * ) ∈ ∂M. So even in this third case we have reached a contradiction. Case 4: h * = 1 and 0 < m * < 1. We may assume h n ∈ (1/2, 1) and 0 < m * * < m n < m * * * < 1. From (6.24) we infer that .7), then, γ = L · γ is another symmetrical configuration, the dual of γ.
7.2. The proof of Theorem C. We now prove the third main result of the paper.
Theorem C. Let γ be a closed string with characteristic numbers (h 1 , k 1 , h 2 , k 2 ). Then, G γ is a non-trivial subgroup of order n contained in a unique maximal torus T 2 γ and, in addition, |[γ]| doesn't intersect its axes of symmetry and the integers l 1 = nh 2 /k 2 , l 2 = −nh 1 /k 1 are the linking numbers of γ with the symmetry axes.
Proof. The proof is organized into in five parts. Part I. We build, for every (m, ) ∈ D * , a natural parameterization γ m, of a closed string with characters (m, ). Our construction is based on what has been shown in the subsection 5.2 (particularly in the proof of Theorem 5.3), therefore we are going to adopt a notation consistent with that one already used. Denote by Φ j , j = 1, 2, 3, the angular functions Let U ∈ GL(3, C) be as in (2.5) and γ m, : R → S be defined by
We prove that γ m, is a natural parameterization of a closed string with characters (m, ). To this end we consider any natural parameterization γ of a closed string with characters (m, ) and Wilczynski frame B. Let Z j : R → C 2,1 −{0}, j = 1, 2, 3, be defined by
where W λj (m, ) , j = 1, 2, 3, are as in (5.11) . From the proof of Theorem 5.3 it follows that B · Z 1 , B · Z 2 and B · Z 3 are constant eigenvectors of the momentum, paired with the eigenvalues λ 3 (m, ), λ 2 (m, ) and λ 1 (m, ) respectively. It is a computational matter to check that Z i , Z j = ε i δ ij , ε 1 = ε 2 = 1, ε 3 = −1 and that Ω(Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 ) = 1. Then, Z| s = (Z 1 (s), Z 2 (s), Z 3 (s)) is a unimodular, pseudounitary basis of C 2,1 and B · Z = C, where C is a constant unimodular, pseudounitary basis of C 2,1 . Let M be the unique element of G such that M · C = U.
By construction, the first column vector of U · Z −1 is a normalized lift of γ m, and B m, = U·Z −1 is a Wilczynski frame along γ m, . Since B m, = M·B, then γ m, and γ are congruent with each other. This shows that γ m, is a natural parameteriziation of a closed string with characters (m, ). Part II. We prove that γ m, is a symmetrical configuration, the standard symmetrical configuration with characters (m, ). By construction,
where P is periodic, with least period ω m, . Then, (7.4) and (7.1) imply that the monodromy R m, of γ m, is given by
To conclude the reasoning we show that T 2 is the stabilizer of the momentum. From (7.5) we have
is the rotation of an angle θ around the Oz-axis of R 3 . Hence, R m, has order k 1 and R m, has order k 2 . Consequently, R m, is an element of order n > 1 belonging to T 2 and stabilizing the momentum m m, of γ m, . This implies that T 2 is the stabilizer of m m, and that γ m, is a symmetrical configuration.
Clearly, it suffices to prove the Theorem in the case of the standard symmetrical configurations Part III. We show that the symmetry group G m, of γ m, is generated by R m, . Since Then, z 2 (s) = 0 for every s ∈ R. This implies that γ m, ∩ O 1 = ∅. Part V. Let lk 1 and lk 2 be the linking numbers of γ m, with its symmetry axes O 1 and O 2 respectively. We show that lk 1 = l 1 and lk 2 = l 2 . To this end we consider the Legendrian curve γ m, = p h • γ m, : R → R 3 and its Lagrangian projection α m, : R → R 2 (ie the projection of γ m, onto the Oxy-plane). By construction, γ m, is periodic with least period nω m, and |[ γ m, ]| doesn't intersect the Oz-axis. The plane curve α m, is periodic, nω m, is one of its periods, and |[α m, ]| does not pass through the origin. Consequently, the components x m, and y m, of α m, can be written as x m, = m, cos(ϑ m, ), y m, = m, sin(ϑ m, ), where m, : R → R + and ϑ m, : R → S 1 ∼ = R/2πZ are smooth functions. Let τ 1 and τ 2 be the integers defined by n = τ 1 k 1 and by n = τ 2 k 2 . Using (7.5) and (7.6) we get 7.3. Examples. We use the notation |n, l 1 , l 2 > for the standard symmetrical configuration with wave number n and linking numbers l 1 and l 2 . The Maslov index of |n, l 1 , l 2 > is equal to l 2 +l 1 . The cardinality (n) of the set C n of the equivalence classes of closed string with symmetry group of order n exhibits a quadratic growth (see Figure 6 ). There are no closed strings with wave number n < 7. In Table 1 we The experimental evidence suggest that a standard symmetrical configuration with l 1 = 1 is a trivial Legendrian knot with tb = l 2 and r = tb + 1. Thus, a string with l 1 = 1 can be obtained from a cycle, via |l 2 | negative stabilizations [14, 16] . In Table 2 we list the basic invariants of two standard symmetrical configurations with less obvious knot types. Figure 9 depicts these two strings. The shape of the strings becomes more complicated when n, l 1 and l 2 increase. Figure 10 reproduces the standard symmetrical configurations |70, 2, −42 > and |112, 21, −80 >. As one can see from the pictures, the stands of the string may approach each other and it is not always evident if the string is simple or not.
